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ABSTRACT
1

For the most part, the history of instructional radio in the
service of formal education focuses on the medium as a supplement
to tegular classroom instruction. Few attempts at using radio to
carry the primary instructional burden have been noted in the
literature. Few formal instructional radio projects have incor-
porated controlled, sustained evaluation, or been adequately .

documented.

The Radio Language Arts Project (RLAP) is addressing this
situaiLion. Funded by the United States Agency for International
Development in cooperation with the Government of Kenya, the RLAP
is a/five-year research and development effort to systematically
asse s the costs and benefits of an intensive use of radio to
teat English to lower, primary children in rural Kenyan schools.
In ylis paper, radio's potential as the main instructional mode
in 6 formal educational setting is discussed, and an example from
Nicfragua of the successful realization of this potential is
noted. The subject matter, Englith, is analyzed from the per-
sOctive of the radio medium. The most significant instructional
design principles. used by the Radio Language Arts Project are
enumerated. Finally, the formative and summative evaluation
strategies for the RLAP are discussed and the project's initial
results are described.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE RADIO LANGUAGE ARTS PROJECT

The Radio Language Arts Project (RLAP) is a five-year re-
search and development project. -Its focus is on using mass media
for development within the context of the formal 'educational
system. Its specific purpose is to develop, implement and test
the effectiveness of an instructional system that uses radio
intensively to teach English as a foreign language at the lower

1,

This paper is based an a presentation to the UNESCO/BREDA
International Seminar on the Use of Appropriate Technologies in
Education, which took place in Nairobi, Kenya, March 21-26, 1983.
The author is grateful to Dr. Maurice Imhoof, RLAP Project
Director; to Dr. Ephantus M. Mugiri, Acting Chief Inspector of
Schools, Ministry of Basic Education, Kenya; and to the profes-
sional staff of the RLAP (David Edgerton, Kurt Hein, Mary Karue,
John Muitungu, Margaret Ojuandoi Greg Owino and Philip Sedlak)
for their many helpful suggestions.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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primary-schoo) level tgrach. uru to thrve). t;44tinq )!.ti4st African country 04 POnyli, a leachq on thf. tAmitiovnt in theuse of media for demelopment.

The project is a joint venture between Kenya and the UnitedStates. Kenyan executing agency is the Kenya Institute ofEducation, as authorized by the Ministry of'Etasic Education.The American executing agency is the Academy for EducationalDevelopment, 3 under contract to the United States Agency forInternational Development.

The primary significance of the Radio Language Arts Projectto the study of mass media and development lies in its emphasison applications of broadcast radio that have strong theoreticalpotential but limited .success ih. practice. Specifically, theRLAP is operating .in the formal education sector at a time whenmany expels believe radio to be better suited to nonformaleducation. It is utilizing intensive radio-based instructioninstead of the normal practice of supplementing more conventionalteaching methods with radio. It is systematically evaluating theeffectiveness of formal, intensive radio in teaching English as aforeign language to young children, and documenting the tech-niques used to achieve these results, when there is little hardevidence ur detailed methodological description of successfulradio language teaching available in the'literature.

The RLAP envisions radio as an appropriate,
cost-effectivetechnology to reach the disadvantaged rural population for whom

2
The Kenya. Institute of Education (K.I.E.)-serves the Ministriesof Basic Education,-Higher Education, and Culture and SocialServices as the country's center for curriculum design, develop-ment, and evaluation. Through its Division of Educational MediaServices, K.I.E. develops educational radio support for schoolcurritula.

3
The Academy for-Educational Development is a private, nonprofitorganization established two decades ago-to manage educationalresearch and development projectsv'to carry out educationaltraining programs, and to conduct studies of educational problemsand policy matters. Through its International Division, theAcademy has been particularly active in the field of developmentcommunications.

4
For example, at the UNESCO Appropriate Technologies in Educa-tion international seminar in Nairobi this year, a representativefrom UNESCO headquarters stated categorically that the availableevidence shows radio to be more effective in nonformal educationthan in formal education.

BEST COPY 14.`,':-:,.L.:;,ELE
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vducatonal opporiunsite.. 4fPWIVIa]y)imitip0 hecausv of poor
poiliation(41 re!,ourcp!). for this reason, among ot hers, Enolts.h-
language firt. program!. arp hrnadcasit as part of the normal
Fichoul curriculum duri.ny school hours. The daily ti,,rty-minute
lessons fit into the regular English period in the school time-
table. Radio is the major midi um of instruction, but teachers
have an important role during the broadcasts, in pre- and post-
broadcast activities, and in teacher-led complementary lessons.
The radio lessons are designed to' assist teachers In the class-
room, enhancing their effectiveness in teaching a difficult and
important skill.

Both qualitative amd cost aspects of effectiveness are being
examined by the RLAP. The project's end product will be a radio-
based English-language series for standards one to three, com-
plete with taped lessons (approximately /95 lessonS of 30 minutes
each for each school year,) appropriate tests, teacher training
materials, and classroom observation and data-gathering proce-
dures. Although the project has been designed for specific
application in Kenya, it is expected that the model which emerges
can be replicated, with modifications, in other Third World
educational systems.

The general project design builds on Kenya's extensive
experience with formal educational broadcasts to schools. It
also draws on the results of several-relevant projects in other
countries, most particularly a radio-based primary-school .

mathematics project conducted between 19.73 and 1978 in Nicaragua,-
Central America.

1483 marks the RLAP's third year of operation in.Kenya. the
initial year was spent in establishing the project (including
assembling-the-professional team, selec-ing schools, and finaliz-

ling the research -design),.analyzing,the Eenyah.English,curricu-.
lum, and field 'testing a:variety-of'methodologies-for-teaching
English by radio.- 1ROgular.broadcastsTto thirty-one project -
schools in seven districts began':with standard (grade) one in
1982. Standard two lessons are being broadcast 'to the same
cohort of children in 1983, and standard three is scheduled for
1984. The achievements and costs of this method will be analyzed
after the conclusion of the 1984 school year, based on the re-
sults of three years of broadcasting.

BEST (2,0P')' " r.
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-rru:tional rad2c, irf whictl spez2E11,,. prepared

pro,Arem are beamed to sma)1, oraanizt.d learn2ng oroupE;,

ir schoolE;

ra.d2c) forum, 2 r, wh1 ctt program, are prepared not, only

tc, educate but also to motivate' decision. groups to act and-

alte- some .aspect o4 the environment;

41 ).odic, schools, which are nonformal but highly organized
radio listening groups using support materials, trained
morsltors. and an established curriculum;

170 rodeo andan2ratlon, which promotes long-term trained
discussion leaders able to use radio to increase the
parAicipation 04- community members in solving their own

development problems.

The Radio Language Arts Project falls within the second of

these strategies, instructional radio. Its goals correspond to
the three primary egucational functions of radio identified by
Jamison and McAnany : improving educational quality and rele-

vance; lowering educational costs; and improving access to educa-
tion, particularly in rural areas.

Instructional radio is by no means a new or untested educa-

' tional technology. Jamison and McAnany cite three surveys sup-
porting the conclusion that radio, particularly when appropriate-
ly supplemented by visual material, Can teach effectively. Based

0 Emile G. McAnany, Radio's Role in Developbent: Five Strategies
of Use (Washington, D.C.: Academy for Educational Development,
Clearinghouse on Development Communications, 1976).

6 Dean T. Jamison and Emile G. McAnany, Radio for Education and
Ueveloppent (Beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications, 1978).



on a seriet, of c!ample!, h/ brhramm7 , they i.tate that
"radin tin a .ttino). prop,.rly used, LAM tvart at, veil as

(nr , -in E,omf. hetter than) traditional ihc,trurtion."
Nacho rvmainf- thr. mwv attrActivF option in cast!, where bub..:,tan-
tial i mpor tanc&. lb attached to trArLject areas (e.g., mathematics
or a second language) in which teachers are relatively weak.

As with any educational technology, however, radio involves
costs against which its potential must be measured. Some are
incremental costs, representing the expenditure a -f resources
that would not otherwise be used, and others are simply oppor-
tunity costs, repreSenting resources used for radio instead of
something else. In Kenya, for example, the incremental costs of
developing and producing new instructional radio lessons must rye
borne by the Kenya Institute of Educations (K.I.E.), operating
budget. These also represent opportunity costs, since the same
funds could be used to support other instructional strategies
(such.as writing.and producing textbooks). There are also costs
involved in broadcasting on the Voice of Kenya (V.O.K.). Incre-
mental costs are incurred because K.I.E. must pay the V.D.K. for
air time and studio facilities. Opportunity costs occur because
thereis substantially more demand for radio time than can be met
by the existing channels and schedule.

Advantages of instructional radig. These costs must.be
justified by the potential. advantages of .radio over alternative
approaches. Fortunately, radio offers numerous benefits to bal-
ance this equation. In many Third 'World countries :the _relatively.
low cost of radio in comparison to other media (such as televi-
sion'and even print media, when printing and distribution costs
are considered) .has .resulted in the wideAistribution and use of_
radios.. In .addition :t0 thegeneral,public,,schools.frequently
have access to radio reCeivers.::With the'help of_the_World Bank,
Kenya is in the process of_ensuring that virtually every school .

in the-nation has its own radio. : .

Maintenance is an issue which cannot be-overlooked, but the
servicing of simple radio receivers is far less difficult than
that required for more complicated broadcast technologies.
Whereas television sets depend on power lines, which are often
unavailable in rural areas, radios can operate on batteries.
Another advantage is that radio does not necessarily require the
kind cf expensive, cumbersome distribution system which so often

7 Wilbur Schramm and Daniel Lerner, eds., Communic.cition and
Change: The Last Ten Years--and the Next (Honolulu: The .

University Press of Hawaii, 1978).

8 Jamison and McAnany Radio for Education and Development,
p. 31.
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leaves textbool.s in cities instead of in rural school f.. Instruc-
tibn can be delivered, literally at the speed of light, anywhere
there are radio receivers.

As an aural medium, radio can reach non-literate audiences.
This is generally seen as an advantage in adult education, but it
is equally valuable for the education of young children who
cannot yet read. For their, radio can be used long before text-
books are practical. Although in some circumstances radio's
aural nature is considered a disadvantage, its advantages also
are well validated in the literature, especially in the case of
language instruction. Radio encourages listeners to focus their
attention and use their imagination. This can be particularly
beneficial for young children, especially when radio is comple-
mented with effective visual media.

Another advantage of radio is the ease with which it can be
combined with other instructional modes. Printed media or props
can be used to add a visual component to a radio-based lesson
without detracting from the aurally presented message. Well-
designed radio instruction also can integrate classroom listeners
into the programs.

As a broadcast medium, radio requires centrally developed
programming- For educational purposes, this allows a degree of
Control over content and pedagogy which cannot be achieved
through textbooks or teacher training. In the case of foreign
language instruction, for example, radio curriculum developers
can have a direct influence over the quality of the language
modeled and the methods of teaching that language to children.
This advantage is particularly important where teachers are like-
ly to be weak in the language and/or untrained in the methodolo-
gies that are now available for teaching foreign languages.

Disadvantacies g inatructiono cone,. Of course, there is
no such thing as one perfect educational methodology for all
situations. Radio as an instructional medium also has several
disadvantages. Start-up costs can be high, particularly for new,
innovative series, and (as mentioned above) operating costs are a
significant factor. Unless a country already has the necessary
broadcasting infrastructure and sufficient radio receivers (along
with the power lines or dry cell batteries necessary to run
them), instructional radio will probably be prohibitively expen-
sive to implement.

Broadcast radio is inherently a one-way medium, limiting the
possibilities for responding to and reinforcing pupil responses
in the classroom. A good teacher can evaluate and immediately
react to a class's performance, but a radio teacher cannot be
certain of what will be happening in the classroom when the
lesson is broadcast. This is an important consideration in
foreign language instruction, where there can be a variety of
correct responses to a given stimulus (as opposed to arithmetic,
for example, where there Is generally only one correct answer).

-6--
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prtfifq41 Ot tiwir own speed, independent of the
listeners' response. ',hit. it, a minor problem for bright chil-
dren, who mAy become bored 24 the radi u lesson!, move too slowly
to challenge them. It can bp a much more signif icant difficulty
for slower pupils. li the radio lessons are not carefully de-
signed, these children could fall further and ftarther behind the
instructional pace.

There are some problemt.1, with using an exclusively aural
medium. For example, foreign language instruction requires a
visual component for teaching a variety of skills, from vocabu-
kary comprehension to reading and writing. Printed materials can
complement radio lessons to serve this function, but they create
the need for a distribution system which would not be necessary
otherwise. Televisioh, on the other hand, can broadcast the
visual as well as the. aural message without relying on a physical
distribution system (although it is highly unlikely that rural
schools that have difficulty obtaining printed materials. could
take advantage of television).

Another disadvantage is that all too often, particularly in
the earlier dais of educational broadcasts, radio lessons have
not been designed to take advantage 'of the medium's strengths and
minimize its weaknesses. Instead, they simply have mimiced con-
ventional classroom instruction'. Little wonder that such lessons
have not proven to be particularly effective.

The ExRerience of Instructional Radio in the Third World

With the 'exception of printed materials, particularly
textbooks, radio.is the 7.educ,ational .medium .with perhaps the

.

longest record of.-service-in- the..Third World.... In -fact, instruc-
tional radio may well be one area .the 'South 'holds the
lead over the North, since the developed countries, for the. most
part, have subordinated radio to more complicated .educational
-technologies. .

The breadth of such experiences with radio has been well
documented. One excellent source of information is a series of
case studies in the use of radio foc, education and development
prepared by the World Bank in 1977. Another is a set of pro-
files for particular projects prepared by the Clearinghouse on

9
Peter L. Spain, Dean T. Jamison, and Emile G. McAnany, eds.,

Radio for Education and Development: Case Studies (World Bank
Staff Working Paper No. 266), 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: The
World Bank, 1977).

-7- r
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hlith f,how, howpvt.r, that
the use 04 radio for formal, in-uchool education. i s 1PsiS coMMOR
than non4ormal, nut-cif-school applications- Among the exampleF,
of formal instructional radio that do v.xist, the medium is, gener-
al l y employed to suppletwnt other teaching mvthods rather than as
the primary teaching method in its own right.

This paper will confine itself to examining two cases which
are particularly relevant to the Radio Language Arts Prpject.
First, the general history of instructional radio in Kenya will
be described as an example of the successful use of supplementary
instructional radio. Second, the particular experience of
Nicaragua i.n teaching mathematics by relic) will be offered as an
example of intensive radio lessons carrying the main instruction-
al burden.

Instructional rildi2 in genya. The history of instructional
radio in.Kenya dates back to 1963, th? year that the nation won
its independence. In May of that year the Schools Broadcasting
Service was taken over by the Ministry of Education. In 1976 it
was absorbed in the Kenya Institute of Education as the
Educational Media Services, with much wider responsibilities in
the production of a variety of teaching aids including video
programs, films, posters, charts and books, as well as radio
programs. Throughout this time the recording and broadcasting
facilities of the Voice of Kenya have supported the schools
broadcast system.

When radio programs were first broadcast to schools in
1963 they were on the air for one hour a day. There were eight
programs f4rl primary-schools and four for secondary schools .

each week. -Over the 'years the broadcast time, the number and
the range of programs.have gradually increased. The 1983 term,
one radio timetable for schools broadcasts includes fifty-nine
instructional radio programs (excluding repeats): thirty-one
for primary-schools from standards two through seven iincluding
five Radio Language Arts Project broadcasts each week), twenty

10 Project Profiles= P.I.D. Studies in Educational Technology and
Development Communications (Washington, D.C.: Academy for
Educational Development, Clearinghouse on Development
Communications, 1977-1978) . Publications of the _Academy for
Educational Development and the Clearinghouse on Development
Communications may be obtained from the Academy for EducatiorT1
Development, 1414 22nd Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037,
U.S.A.

11 Gathoni L. Kirika Munuthi, "A Descriptive' Study of the Role of
Radio and Television in the E icational System of Kenya" (M.A.
thesis, San Francisco State University, 1981), pp. 170-184.
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ior fd-condary -schools from forms one through t,ax, cloh1 frir

teachers (including four for untrained _earlier tioprnr 1 tilVIr

in-service training course). Educational hroaica-arp on the
iilr.through the V.O.K.,for five hours and twenty no nut 0 day,
Monday through Friday, eight weeks a school t rm, or a total of
640 hours per year of instructional radio.

Broadcasts to primary classes last fifteen to twenty min-
utes. They cover English, history, geography, music and move-
ment, Kiswahili, health education and home science. -here is.
also a program which answers letters from listeners. Secondary
school broadcasts, twenty minutes each, cover biology, history,
English literature, Christian religious education, English usage,
creative writing, geography, agriculture and Kiswahili. Second-
.ary students can also listen to a careers program and a guest
.forum which assists them with their general paper on the A-level
examination.

There are three kinds of teacher training programmes. One
focuses on methodologies for a specific subject (literature and
mathematics in the first term of 1983), a second on areas of
general interest (You and Your Health), and a third on support
for in-service training (for example, broadcasts for untrained
teaghers).

Schools broadcasts are essentially supplementary in purpose,
designed to,help the teacher by offering one radio lesson per
week to assist regular clilssroom instruction. They- are supported
by a range of printed material,-includingcharts, teacher guides
and pupil booklets. Th6 Ministry of Basic Education supplies (or .

will supply).radios to.all primary schools through the Kenya
School Equipment Scheme, while secondary schools,, responsible for
their own equipment budgets, purchase their own radio receivers.

Another use of formal-educational radio in Kenya has been to
upgrade teachers-in-response to the great need for-more trained
teachers caused by rapidly rising school enrolments.. Under the
dircc_tion of the Correspondence Course Unit at the Institute for
Adult Studies-at the University of Nairobi, radio broadcasts
supplemeAt a correspondence-based instructional system to provide
academic upgrading for classroom teachers. In allOition to teach-
ing parts of the syllabus, the programs have serqed several
other useful functions, including pacing and encouraging slower
students, publicizing the correspondence course to potential
clients, and attracting an auqence of casual listeners who can
also be served by the medium.

112 Peter E. Kinyanjui, "In-Service Training for.Teachers through
Radio and Correspondence inKenya," in Radio for Education and
'Development, eds. Spain, Jamison, and McAnany, pp. 152-170.

-9-
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Radio Mathematics in Nicaragua. The Radio Mathematics
Project was a cpint venture of the Nicaraguan Ministry of Public
Education and the U.S. Agency for International Development,
through Stanford University's Institute for Mathematical Studies
in the Social Sciences. It was an innovative effort to bring
together tv.a related technologies--radio and sy$ematic
instructional design--and to evaluate their of in
teaching primary school mathematics.

Nicaragua faced tt!! common problem of a scarcity of.fuliy-
qualified teachers, pl_J-Jicularly in schools outside of major .
urban areas. In such settings, conventional primary-school cur-
ricula often do not serve the. basic literacy and numeracy needs
of rural students. The Radio Mathematics Project attempted to
improve the quality of mathematics instruction with a curriculum
focusing on basic skills in a context relevant to the rural
children it served.

Radio Mathematics fell squarely within the instructional
radio category of McAnany's,paradigm. It'functioned entirely
within the formal primary-school'system, following the existing
Nicaraguan mathematics curriculum. Radio, the primary instruc-
tional vehicle, was used to broadcast daily thirty-minute lessons
to children in the second,. third, and fourth'years of primary
school. The lessons were supplemented by teacher-led post-broad-
cast activities.

By 1979, Radio Mathematics was clearly a success. It was'
serving 10,000 pupils in one quarter of the country's districts.
The government planned'to expand the use-of the radio lessons to
the entire country, and Nicaraguan professionals were in the
process of developing a fourth year of programs without assist-
ance from Stanford. The revolution of July, 1979, changed the
situation, as the new government chose notto continue with this
approach. Since then, however, a number of other countries have
investigated possible Applications of this methodology to their
own needs, most notably Thailand, which has developed alsadio
mathematics program based on the Nicaraguan experience.

The work in Nicaragua identified a number of principles
concerning the effective use of instructional radio and related
techniques of instructional design ,which have been applied to
good advantage in the Radio Language Arts Project. These are
discussed later in'this paper. ..Radio Mathematics Also proved
that an appropriate use of radio could maximize the medium's
advantages and minimize its disadvantages to produce a cost-
effective educational technology.

13
Pattama Sang= -Jan, "Media and the Teaching of'llathematics in

Thailand," Media Asia (1982): 203-205.

1
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Radio Mathematic'. lebsons re,-.ulted in significant achieve-
mi.nt gairm for radip cli15ps, over non-radio classes (from forty
percent to !Axty-five percent mean post-test item scores). They
also reduced the number of chi4dren failing to advance to the
next level in primary school. When pupils learn faster and
advance more regularly, educational Costs go down. This trend
can be accelerated by proper planning, particularly when the use
of print,materials is reduced (as it was in Radio Mathematics),
thereby lowering production and distribution costs., and when the
radio lessons continue in use over several years, thereby spread-
ing development costs over 'time.

Tie gotentiafpf radio The lessons of many years and many
countries, including.kenya and Nicaragua, 'confirm the potential
of radio cost-effective formal education. These results are
even more interesting when compared to available alternatives.

A 1981 review of twenty-six system studies of the determin-
ants of school achievement in developing countries, sponsored by
the International Development Research Centre, found the most
ignificant factors to be student traits, such as family socio-

economic-status and student health. These factors do not admit
direct intervention by the formal school system. Teacher charac-
teristics, such as certification, years of training,, and years of
experience, were not found to be particularly important factors.
Textbook availability .did prove to be significant,. but the '

authors asked why -ilwas not a stronger determinant than the /
evidence indicated.'

Given the costs and difficulties of training :teachers and
producing.textbooks7in -comparison to the 'relative 'level of bene-
fits, the potential :of ialeernatiVe educational technologies. such
asinstructional radio deserves tarefullconsideratibn. In par-
ticular, it seems worthwhile to ask whether.r.adio shoulliVnot:be
used more commonly .as the primary 'instructional method *situa
tions where scarce resouces limit the effectiveness of
conventional pedagogic approaches.

14 Jamesine Friend, Barbara Searle, and Patrick Suppes, eds.,
Radio Nathesatics in Nicaragua (Stanford, California: Institute
for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford
University, 19'80).,

15 Ernesto Schiefelbein and John Simmons, The Determinants of
School Pchievement: 14 Review of the Research for Developing
Countries'(Ottawa: International Development Research Centre,
1991).
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THE FUBJECT:'ENOLISH AS A FOREIGN LAW-411 L

Luglisb in Int Want gi ib, EraYeri WELicuiwp

One of thy challenges facing the kenyan educational system
is the existence of approximately forty different. language varie-
ties. The problem of supporting education in so many 'different
languages has been solved by using the pupils' mother tongue or
the language of their catchment area for teaching the first three
years of school, and adopting English as the medium of instruc--4.
tion after the lower primary level. Kiswahili is taught as a
subject from standard four. (English is the official language of
Kenya, while Kiswahili is the national language.) All standar-.
dined leaving examinations, including the primary level examina-
tion, are administered in English. A childils English-language
abilities, therefo-e, critical to his or her tuccess in the
formal education i3 ,vt,ven.

During the course of a child's three years of lower primary
English instruction, the syllabus indicates that he or,, she should
master most of the major grammatical structures as well as
approximately 1600 or el and 1200 reading vocabularly items. The
purpose of this curriculum is to prepare children for standard
four, when English is used as the medium of.instruction.

In order to accomplish this goal, the national timetable
devotes four hours per week to English in standards one and two,
and three and a half trocursper week in ttandard three. The
syllabus is realized in a series of textbooks entitled The
Progressive Peak English-Course: There is. a basic reader for
each year, plus twelve supplementary readers used in standards
two and.three..Each standard,alsohas.a,detailed,course book_for.,
teachers.

The Progressive.. Peak. Engl Ish'Course series. was
nationally-in 1976. -Kenya is currently in the process of

its entire primary curriculum under the auspices of the
Primary Education Project (PEP). PEP proposes to alter somewhat
the amount of time devoted' to lower primary English,. reducing it
to two and a half hours per week in standards one and two (to
allow a greater emph-lsis on teaching the vernacular languages)
and raising it slightly to three hours and forty minutes in
standard three. The Progressive Peak textbooks, however, will be
retained.

CPC"r
; r ,
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Instructional radio has bee.n used for language instruction
in many different countries, using many different techniques,
with differing degrees of success. Its most common use has been
in the realm of adult literacy' programs. A UNESCO survey in
1969 reported forty countries using radio to combat illiteracy
(twenty of which also were using television), a?9 suggested that

the utilization of broadcasting was increasing. Reasons for

adopting this tecOnology include its power to reach isolated and
inaccessible groups, its ability to extend beyond the walls of

the conventional classroom; its simplicity. of operation at the
receiving end, and its popularity as an entertainment medium.

Attempts also have been'made to use radio within the formal
educational system for language instruction, with varying degrees

of success. In the 1950' s, for example, Thailand began to teach

English with the help Of radio, with the goals of upgrading
education and extending equal educational opportunity to the

entire country. Towards the end of the same decade, the
Philippines began to use radio for classroom'language instruc-
tion, and current efforts to put Pilipino on an equal footing
with English within the educational system have fostered new
interest in this medium. The. Radio Project in Senegal used a
radio series to help teach oral and written French to primary
school children. Mexico's Radioprimaria system, designed in

response to a shortage of teachers, broadcast lessons in several

subjectAreas, including Spanish.

While this list.iseby no means comprehensive, study of,these

examples confirms -severaleipoints .about educational 'radio in prac-

tice. The use of radio for classroom-based language instruction
is not nearly as common as radio use in non-formal education and
adult literacy .programs. .When instructional radio is usedfor
formal language teaching, at is general ly-either Vartner.,to.

other methodologies or a subordinate technique used to enhance

the of of the classroom_teacher and/or printed mater-

ials. There are no descriptions in the literature of radio 4
language instruction in which the broadcasts hAve been designed
to serve as the sole means of instruction. Neither is there

16 An explanation of the theory of language teaching goes beyond

the scope of this paper. For an excellent treatment of the
subject in the specific context of educational radio, the reader

is referred to Imhoof's position paper (Maurice lmhoof, Reading
by Radio: P Position Paper .on the Use of Radio in Teaching
Reading Skills for Educational Development [Washington, D.C.:
Academy for Educational Development, 1981]).

17 John Maddison, "Radio and Television in Literacy," Reports
and Papers on Mass Coimunication, no. 62 (Paris: UNESCO, 1974).
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111WP 1S clear value, then, in a caretul invvf..tinfo!un 1:
the potential o4 instrUctional radio to carry the priniar i bur tlen
of teaching Englis6 as a foreign language in a cost-effective
manner. Its advantages are numero.. Its record of service, in
Kenya and elsewhere in the Third World, if, imp. essive. The
FAlhlert area is.ar important one for the Kenyan national
curticulum. This is the rationale behind the Radio Language Arts
Project.

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

It should be clear from the preceding discussioh that
instructional radio must be used properly in "rder to take advan-
tage of its potential for teaching English as a foreign language.
This requires careful attention to certain key principles of
instructional design, not only in theory, but more importantly
in consistent practice. Thiiisection summarizes the most signi-
ficant of the instructional design principles used by the Radio
Language Arts Project, several of which are applications of
approaches validated by the Radio Mathematics Project.

Intensive Use of Bagio

The most common use of radio in language teaching has been
to support other instructional strategies. This has been true in.
Kenya, where lower primary children have long benefitted from one
fifteen-minute broadcast per week to support English lessons
taught by classroom teachers with the Progressive Peak textbook
series.

The most important question which the Radio Language Arts
Project seeks to answer is whether a more intensive use of radio
can be justified by improved pupil performance and reasonable,
possibly reduced, costs. In comparison with other schools broad-
casts in genya, RLAP radio English lesSons, known by the series
title English in action, are longer (thirty minutes instead of
fifteen), are more frequent (new lessons daily instead of week-
ly), cover more of the school year (broadcasts thirty-nine out of
forty weeks instead of twenty-four out of forty), and begin
earlier (at the first year of primary schpol instead of the
second) .. Over the first three years of primary school (the focus
of the RLAP and the Period allotted to preparing children for
English-medium instruction), RLAP children will listen to 292.5
hours of radio English lessons, compared to the twelve hours of
new radio instruction children in conventional classrooms receive
in the same period.

This means that RLAP children are exposed to instructional
radio for learning English almost twenty-five times as long a's
their counterparts in control classrooms. With this much time
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available, it t-+vito,., pwo]hli. in novil petiagng)c.
to radio. Rather than Int,t bupplt!mpntany trxtlitioks and teat:to-rt.,
the radio l lessons r y cti I or pt. v,t If-1r nl t I Ir. i nstrurti on-al
burden.
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The inherent costF, of developing and broadcasting radio
lessons have already been mentioned. It is important to ensure
that no additional costs are unnecessarily associated with the
methodology if the total package is to remain economical. Fur-
thermore, special projects such as the RLAP too often depend on
resources (human and time, as well as material) which cannot be
supported by normal operating budgets. In such cases, of course,
no matter.how impressive the results, the new methodologies can
never be properly implemented.

The RLAP seeks to meet this challe.Ige by minimizing two
particularly significant costs: printed materials and teacher
training. Recognizing the expense, difficulties, and uncertain-
ties associated with printing and di.stributing materials, the
RLAP depends as little as possible on the print medium. A brief
guide to each lesson is prepared for the teacher. Theie can
eventually be collected in a simple booklet which can be distri-

.

buted separately or with other teacher's notes for other schools
hroadcastA.

Language teaching, of course; benefits substantially from
visual perception. Wherever possible, the English in Action les-
sens ask the teacher to. write or draw on thelaackboard, prepare .,,
simple visual aids, or locate _easily obtainable props. Few as -.
sumpti ons are made-about textbook avatlability,-,although recom-
mendations-are given for how teachers should take.advantage of
those English textbooks that the school can supply.

In standard-two, for example, teachers -are given. guidelines
for using the Progressive Peak books during-non-radio English
periods, but the radio Engliel lessons themselves do not depend
on these books. Instead, pupil worksheets are prepared,asneces-
sary to accompany the radio lessons (an average of one worksheet
per week). These use typewritten text and simple, black-and-
white line drawings, primarily to support reading work. During
the project's pilot phase the worksheets are being continuously
developed in conjunction with the lesson scripts and disiributed
(with the teacher's notes) to project schools every fortnight.
For national implementation, however, the worksheets can be com-
piled as inexpensive booklets which would be less costly to print
than conventional textbooks.

Formal teacher training has been limited to a one-day
workshop at thp beginning of the year. The workshop introduces
teachers to the radio and the lessons, and explains how they can
work effectively with this method. Many teachers have asked for
longer training, but the costs would preclude national implemen-
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uitlon of such a pruuram. Isteil, the radio lest.ons thew-
s,elvu!. are designed to give the teacher as much gudance and help

pw-,FA hle. Ihe radio charartert, frequently give the teacher
!,uwiestions and reguent his or her help in various!. ways. The
eeach.-)r's notes for each lesson also suggest the most of
ways to wor'k with the radio. There is even the possibility of
developing a radio-based in-service training program which could
reduce or even eliminate the need for an initial workshop.

Systematic Instructional Development

The Radio Language Arts Project integrates two appropriate
educational technologies. The first, radio, hat already been
explored in Some depth.in this paper. The second is a technology
in the original sense of the word (which comes from the Greek
tekhnologia for "systematic treatment"). It is systematic
instructional development.

The RLAP is not a curriculum development project in the
strict sense. lt does not seek to determine what should be
taught, since it follows the guidelines in the Kenyan Primary
English Syllabus. Instead, it seeks to determine how the
existing curriculum can best be taught with the help of radio.
In order to accomplish this, the syllabus must be translated into
effective instruction which systematically imparts to pupils the
objectives specified by the curriculum. This is the process of
instructional development.

The process begins with. the writing of a "Scheme of Work"
which translates the syllabus .into astep-by step sequence of
language competencies, patterns, and step
(called a' "frame ") focuses ..on the.four basic skill areas -_(listen-
ing, speaking, reading, and writing),, identifies links to -exist-
ing material --(such as the Progressive Peak readers) for possi-
ble follow-up use, and suggests a theme that can unify the les-
sons (for example, "atthe shops"). .Frames are designed and
ordered fyillowing the best available principles of language

Each frame is translated into a series.of lesson plans which
guide the script-writing. The lessons are divided into segments,
ranging in length from thirty seconds to several minutes. Multi-
ple segments, in turn, are combined into instructional blocks,
each assigned to a specific skill area. The organization of the

18 Maurice Imhoof, Sequencing Reading Skills for leaching
English by Radio, Academy f Or Educational Development, Radio
Language Arts Field Notes no. 2 (Washington, D.C., 1982).
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lessons is constant. In standard 4,w0, fur A>: Amp) 1.vf-ry
begins with a speaking/listpning bloci which r Y, MintltVr-
following the musical opens no and CUP iC r f' 011 rn,i J n,t frii111(-1' Cf
previously taught patterns and vorabtAary. Inv contf.flt. ul pach
segment varies from day to day, as specified in relation to the
frame by the script plan.

The instructional writers draft segments by following the
script plans. They refer to the relevant frame in the Scheme of
Work for the content and objectives that the segment must teach.
The draft segments are then combined into a working script, which
is reviewed for congruente with the specifications in the Scheme
of Work, for cultura' appropriateness, and for production
suitability.

Once the script has been approved, support materials (teach-
er's notes and pupil worksheets) are written and distributed to
project classrooms. Formative evaluation instruments (discussed
later in more detail) are prepared in order to check on whether
the part of the curriculum under consideration was, in fact,
mastered by the pupils. Formative evaluation results feed back
into the script planning process, closing the loop. The entire
process is designed to promote effective learning, with maximum
efficiency, of precisely what is required by the syllabus.

Distributed Lemming

Psychologists have long known that skills need to be
practiced regularly to be maintained effectively, and that
learning spread over timeAdistributedllearning)ls more effec
tive than 4arr'ng-concentrated.inlonly.one period (mass ..,

learning) .: However, instructionaldesigners-generally have
paid only lip .service-to-the,implications'of-this principle. By

cfar the most ommon mode of-instructional'organization, whether
by classroom teachers .or. _mediated learning-paCkages,' is the
"topic"---one lesson devoted to one subject.

The challenge of instructional-efficiency addressed by the
Radio Language Arts Project requires the application in practice
of tHe distributed learning principle. This is one reason for
the segmented script organization described in the previous sec-
tion. Rather than devoting one English in action program to a
single topic or objective, each program consists of several
segments teaching or maintaining different skills and competen-
cies. A given competency, on the other hand, will be taught over
several consecutive lessons. Then, after a period of several

.

weeks, it will be maintained over several more lessons.

19
B. J. Underwood, "Ten Years of Massed Practice on Distributed

Practice," Psychological RevieN 86 (1961): 229-247.
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In adOltion to promising to improve learning, this approach
vrOlancv,. t tai ah)ljty of the radio lessont. to invoIve pupils. The
rvlativv1y t,timi at span of lower primary children is much
better served by only a few shinutes of concentration on one
topic. Their interest can be maintained more effectively through
the presentation .of .a variety of material and through the quicker
pace such variety promotes.

Agtive Learning
5

Children learn better when they are actively involved in the.
learning process. Radio, as a one-way broadcast medium, tends to
encourage passivity among listeners unless careful steps are
taken to promote active response. This is a. central instruc-
tional design principle of the Radio Language Arts Project.

The first key to success in this area is getting children to
accept the radio as a window into another world, whose charactel-s
can communicate with the pupils in the classroom. The primpry
instructional 6bjectives of the first standard one lessons icen-
tered on this task. Children learned to respond directly to
commands and questions from the radio characters during carefully
3-imed pauses in the broadcasts. Because those characters, in

seemed to reply to the children, a sense of two-way commu-
. ,ication was created. By standard two this sense has become a

..I.rong foundation for the instructional message. With no hint of
self-consciousness, pupils ask and answer questions of the radio
characters, sing songs with them, play games with them, and
travel with them in the realm of imagination to a variety of
locales where functibnal English can be acquired,and practiced.

Once this two-way relationship is established, it is pass-,
ible for the radio to.effectively stimulate pupil participation.
Writers try not to let more than fifteen to twenty seconds lapse
(sometimes more, often less) without requiring some sort of
response from the children. The ekact type of response depends -

on the instructional objectives being' treated. For example,
pupils could be asked to answer a question, ask a question,
repeat a pattern, work through a transformation drill, read a
sentence, find a word, write a phrase from dictation, copy a
sentence from the blackboard, sing a song, or play a short game
requiring physical activity.

All of these techniques, and many others, involve children
actively in each radio lessgp. In this manner, the children's
attention is firmly held, they are. better able to acquire.new
skills, and they are likely to retain those skills'more success-
fully. One result is that teachers and headmasters frequently
comment on how much the children enjoy and are interested in the
English in Action lessons.
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Arinther important lesson for education from psychulogy
that Iparning is enhanced by immediate feedback to the, learner.
lh3t, is also an area where the one-way nature of broadcast medi
can cause problems unless appropriate care is taken.

The Radio Language Arts Project lessons are designed to
serve teachers who may be, weak in English, as well as those with
good English skills. Therefore, each segment must be planned so
that the pupils will benefit from everything that the classroom
teacher can contribute, but will not suffer if this contribution
is limited. For this reason, the radio gives pupils correct
answers to problems as often as possible.

The open-ended nature of language makes this far more diffi-
cult to implement for English than, far example, mathematics. In

the calk" of reading exercises, the problems are minimal. If the
child has been asked to read something, the radio can repeat it
correctly. If a comprehension question has been asked, the radio
can model an appropriate answer. In the case of writing, on the
other hand, it is very difficult for the radio to provide effec-
tive reinforcement.' The pupil's attention can be drawn to a
model of the correct response, but his or her actual written work
can neither be judged nor corrected by the radio. This remains
the teacher's responsibility.

Oral language falls between these two poles. In the first
year of broadcasts it was fairly' simple to anticipate the correct
response to a question, since the language available was rela-
tively limited. However,-as the.children's English ability
increases,. so does the .difficulty of reinforcing cori-ect,respon-
ses. For example, there can be several good answers to the
question,-'14here is Juma's book?" Appropriate responses include,
"It is on the table,-" "It's on the table,'" "On the table," "It's
over there," etc. Fortunately, classroom observations suggest
that the pupils arenot,confused.by.hearing the--radio offer one
correct answer after they have given a different one. Sometimes
they will change their next answer to follow the radio's model,
and sometimes. they will continue with their own chosen pattern.
This allows the continued use during the broadcast of the impor-
tant instructional technique of immediate reinforcement.

The Teacher/Radio Partnership

The basic role of the English in Action radio lessons is to
enhance the classroom teacher's effectiveness. This is accom-
plished by bringing into rural classrooms instructional tech-
niques-that-might-not-otherwise be systematic coverage
of the curriculum, a strong model of correct English, sophis-
ticated pedagogy, maximum exposure to the target language, and
lessons that can capture children's attention and motivate them.
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This partnership between teacher and radio is an important
instructional design principle for the Radio Language .Arts
Project. It is implemented in two ways. First, in the process
of preparing the Scheme of Work for each year a careful analysis
is made of every objective to determine the most efficient way to
teach it. Some objectives are assigned primarily to the teach-
er's area of responsibility, with the radio offering support.
Lesson plaris are prepared by RLAP staff for such areas, so that
these objeckives can be covered systematically, too.

A good example, of this is writing practice. Only two min-
utes out of thirty in each standard two English in Action lesson
are devoted to writing. This time used to introduce the chil-
dren to new skills (such as writing from dictation). Practicinig
these skills, On the other hand, is left to non-radio class
periods under the teacher's guidance. Devoting half of the radio
lesson to writing practice, with dead air in the background wbile
children execute tasks for which the radio can give little useful
fe-zdback, would be inefficient and ineffective.

Second, teacher's notes are prepared for every radio lesson
1-.1 provide teachers with a clear picture of what will be covered
and how they can work effectively with the radio. These notes
summarize the content of the lesson,- outline the preparation
required, and give specific suggestions'about what the teacher
should do during the_broadcast. . The broadcasts themselves con-
tain guidance for the teacher whenever necessary, to supplement
the most important points in the teacher's notes. The in-service
training workshop emphasizes how the teacher can help make the
broadcasts more effective,.but, more importantly, it emphasizes
how the radio can enhance the teachers' effectiveness.

RESEARCH DESIGN

The Radio Language Arts Project's research design gives
equal weight to two discrete strategies, one for formative evalu-
ation, the other for summative evaluation. This balance attempts
to redress problems common to the research designs of other
instructional radio projects. On the one hand, some projects
have had little or no formative evaluation, making it difficult
to correct weaknesses that remain unidentified until the final,
summative evaluation (when it may be too late to do anything
about them). On the other hand, many projects have had no elffec-
tive summative evaluation at all, making it difficult to 'document
and analyze lessons learned with any confidence.

The RLAP research design uses a sample of thirty-one schools
drawn from seven Kenyan districts. In light of the mission to
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rvath rural Lhildren, thet,r. schools wert. chof.en to relprer,pni
Kenyitiv, rural population, limited onl Li the necebsity of prir-
ect ably. to reach the s.rhtiols for educational

trentmr-ut and evoluatiqn. Finite resouct-s also precluded wort:1mi
evPrywhervin the nation. Given the obvious importance of mu` her
tongue as a variable in learning English as a foreign language,
districts that represent, approximately seventy percent of the
Kenyan population linguistically were selected. Given the impor-
tance of academic quality, schools were chosen by means of a
stratified random sample on the basis of performance on the
standardized primary school /eaving examination, which ensured
equal atsntion being paid to high, medium, and low scoring
schools.

These thirty-one project schools are divided into two sub-
sets. For summative evaluation )urposes, twenty-one schools are
designated as pilot (i.e., experimental) schools. Pilot schools
are visited only once a year by professional staff, for the sake
of post-testing, and once a fortnight by a driver to deliver and
collect print materials. This minimizes the possibility of any
Hawthorne effect artificially improving results.

For formative evaluation purposes, the remaining ten schools
(matched on the basis of academic performance to ten of the pilot
schools) are designated as observation schools. Formative eval-
uation data are collected from these schools several times each
week. Because of the resulting intervention effects, observation
schools are excluded from the summative evaluation sample.

Formative Evaluation

Not onl% has ,the RLAP given equal weight to formative and
summative evailuation, but it also has applied a technique devel-
oped by the Radio Mathematics Project which :makes formative
evaluation an integral part of the instructional development
process.

Conventional instructional development, particularly for
educational media, follows a four-step procedure. Materials are
developed, tried out in the field, revised on the basis of field
test results, and, finally, fully implemented. This can be
termed the revision model. It is a thorough; welP-validated
methodology, but it is also expensive and time-consuming. If one
wishes to develop a new radio lesson for virtually every day of
the school year while minimizing costs at the same time, the
revision model is impractical.

20 Maurice Imhoof, Selecting Project Schools, Academy for
Educational Development Field Notes no. 1 (Washington, D.C.,
1982).
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Radio Mathemati d f.f VIJ fi WI f r fiat %ft 4 or (hilt 3 Vf' eva na-
ti on model based us. iht. 41A-dbort' tvAil 1n indutry to
control continuous. prOLet-im?t,. Lippliciltions. of this,

approach involve the continuous monitoring of output, with any
deviation from desired outcomes causing an automatic compensatory
adjustment of the input parameters. Its educational application
calls for the ongoing assessment of lesson effectiveness, with
corrections being madn(i.e., material being retaught) in future
lessons as necessary.

As applied in the RLAP, this model is labeled the feed-
forward revision system to underscore its emphasis on improving
instruction through changes to future lessons. A team of two
observers (professionals from the field working with the project
on a part-time basis) is assigned to each of the ten observation
schools. They observe three lessons each week, completing a
protocol developed by project staff which focuses attention on
the/instructional methodo!togy (teacher performance, pupil parti-
cipation, common mistakes, etc.). They also talk to teachers,
eliciting their comments and suggestions. To these reports are
added observations by the RLAP professionalTstaff members, each
of whom observes once a week. Every Friday the observers admin-
ister an achievement test, also developed by project staff, which
focuses on objective` that have been introduced or maintained
during the week.

Formative evaluation data are compiled, analyzed, and sum-
marized by the RLAP research specialist, who then presents the
results to his colleagues. Problems are identified and decisions
are made about correcting them. in some cases a specific problem
(for example, an objective that was not mastered) will be solved
by writing a limited number of segments to correct it (i.e., the
objective will be taught again using a different instructional
methodology). In other cases a general concern will be raised
(for example, children have difficulty locating a specified sec.=
ti on on worksheets), resulting in a new instructional design
principle which will be applied throughout future lessons (per-
haps a new worksheet format, and/or more time and cues given in
the radio lesson to help children find the proper place).

When serious-problems arise, of course, decisions are made-
to change lessons that have already been recorded. A segment
which is observed to fail completely, leaving pupils confused and

21 For details about the use of this formative evaluation model
in the Radio Mathematics Project, see Jamesine Friend, "A
Historical View of the Radio Mathematics Project's Use of
Formative Evaluation," in Radio Mathematics in Nicaragua, eds.
Friend, Searle, and Suppes.

i
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petrticIwitinu, wnnld evoke tiuch a dpcis,ion. but the vmph;i!.1!.
C.4 thp feedforward for evaluation prntArms is. on revit,ion
tb futnrt. materials. This requires that the instructional dtit.ign
f!-Inciple! on whirr' materials are based br. carefully validated to
ensure that problem,- are the exception rather than the rule.

Pefore regular broadcasts began, the RLAIJ spent more than a
year developing pilot radio lessons based on tentative principlAs
about the most effective use of radio for teaching English as A
foreign language. testing those lessons in classrooms, evaluating
the results, revising the design principles, developing new les-
sons based on the revised principles, and ao on. The resqlt was
a reasonable certainty that the English4p fiction lessons would
be generally.successful without an unacceptably high level of
revision. in pr-actice, this haS proven to be the case. The
radio lessons work well, and thoSe problems identified by forma-
tive evaluation have been corrected without undue difficulty.

Summative Evaluatign
41,

The basic choice for the summative evaluation design was
between matching control and experimental schools, administering
a post-test in both sets of schools simultaneously-at the,end of
each broadcast year, and using the same set of schools for both
control and experimental purposes, .administering a post-test one
year to children who have not been exposed to the treatment and-
the next year to children in the same classroom who have been .

exposed to the treatment. The second, lapped-year, research
design was chosen.

This approach has two major advantages. The paucity of
reliable data on school, teacher and pupil,quality make any
attempt to construct a comparable set-of :control and :experimental
schools an.uncertain one. By controlling lAve:teacher.variable-acs.,
much as possible by tryingto.keep the same teacher in the

-classroom-for-both the control,-and experimentallproups),apd-by
guarding against any untoward changes in the pupil cohort from
one year to the next (for example, by avoiding schools in areas'
where significant changes in the socio-economic and educational
profiles of entering pupils are likely), the lapped-year design.
should ensure a closer.match between control and experimental
groups at the same' schools than'would be the case if two differ-
ent sets of schools were used.

Second, the lapped-year design completely avoids the problem
of contamination of control schools. Control groups are tested
before the broadcasts to their standard begin, so there is no
chance that they could be exposed to the treatment unintentially.
Were a matched set of control and experimental school s used, it
is possible that children in the control schools Aght listen to
the radio lessons; too, thereby contaminating the results. In-
deed, there are indications of widespread listening,to English in
Action lessons among non-project schools, and it may well have
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proven impossible to Ppvil ()$1tr ill v.0111,1*. irv's cti saiLh intvr-
ferencv.

The summative evaluation s.tratvuy i or um. cliil.room (the
basic unit of analysis) is summarized in ti following chart.

Year

1981

Summative Evaluation Design for One Classroom

Radio Classrooms Control Classrooms
(experimental )

1982 School A
Classroom 1
Teache. X

Pupil cohort beta

1983 'School A
Classroom 2
Teacher Y
Pupil cohort beta

1984 School A
Classroom 3
Teacher Z
Pupil cohort beta

(control)

School A
Classroom 1
Teacher X
Pupil cohort alpha

School A
Classroom 2
Teacher Y
Pupil cohort alpha

School A
Classroom 3
Teacher Z
Pupil cohort alpha

In November, 1981, punils in the alpha cohort in classroom
one (standard one)rof this school (school A) , having been taught
for a year by teacher X without the radio English lessons, were
given a post-test bated an the Kenyan syllabus. Results from
this test provided a pupil achievement record for the control
group. In November, 1982, the same test was administered to
pupils in the beta cohort. These children had spent a year in
the same classroom (classroom one) with the same teacher (teacher
X), but with the radio English lesson treatment. Their test
results provided a pupil achievement record for the experimental
group. The amount of time devoted to English each week was held
constant from 1981 to 1982. A comparison of results between the
control and experimental groups (as indicated by the arrow) -could,
then be used to evaluate the effectiveness of this use of in-
structional radio.

The same pattern will be followed during 1983 and 1984. The
same set of schools will continue to be used for both control and
experimental purposet. Pupil achievement and other variables
will be measured in one year for control purposes and in the
subsequent year, after treatment, for experimental purposes. The
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rri conirul nrirt expvtiowntal cohorts of children will be follow-
ed hecauFA. th...PLAI' if. interested in cumilative results (i.e.,
the offect!, n4 thr-e±' yvar!, of radi o- based instruction versus
three yvw!, o4 convrnt).Onal irmtruction).

Other methods of evaluating the project are also being used.
For example, questionnaires diStributed to teachers and headmas-
ters at the end of each broadcast year measure attitude towards
4

the radio method on the part of school staff. information about
each school (such as repeater and drop-out rates) is being gath-
ered for future analysis..

Finally, a cost-effectiveness analysis will be undertaken to
consider at least two interrelated areas. First, the costs of
delivering radio-based English instruction will.be compared to
the costs of delivering conventional instruction. In Kenya, this
conventional instruction is at'bresent, print-oriented, with a
common;2text and supplementary materials, for each standard,
including brief, supplementary radio. broadcasts beginning in
standard two. Second, the costs of radio-based instruction will
be rompared to pupil performance, which could be studied in
relAtinn to student retention. at the standard level, poor
achievement, drop -out rates, and budget levels.

iwaNARY RESULTS

cnitial results are now available from the standard one
achievement test' and from the questionnaire distributed to teach-
ers and headmasters after the first year of broadcasting. They
show subst9tial achievement gain and strong -support from school
personnel.

The standard one achievement test consisted of forty ques-
tions measuring listening comprehension and forty'measuring read-
ing comprehension, based' on the standard one English .vocabulary
end structures specified by the Kenyan syllabus. The-test was
developed by project staff with the help of 'outside consultants.
It was administered at the end of 1981 to children in tWenty-one
project schools whct had not heard the RLAP radio ,lessons. Exact
ly the same test was given to children the same twenty-one
project schools at the end of 1982. These children had used the
radio method to learn English.

Greg Owino and Philip R. Christensen, The Radio Language Prts
Project - ffOsults from the First Year of Broadcasting: A
Preliminary Report (Washington, D.C.: Academy for Educational
Development, 1983)
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firading was not introductql 1 t, 1hie,tAnditrd rft(11(1

until term three. Npverthu.lt ravf.ribui. !-,core,, for thr, 4orty
readi nn comprehension item rw.f irum 10.7 (;'6.77.) 46r chirdren
without the radio lessons to 1-L.3 (32.77.) for chlldrvn w1th the
radio lessons. This is a 22.!-J% improvement.

The results for listening comprehension were even stronger.
On the forty listening items, average scores rose from 15.5
(38.8%) tO 23.3 (58.2%), a 50.0% improvement. In other words,
the intensive radio method of teaching English produced substan-
tial gains in pupil performance after only one year' of broad-
Casts. There is less than one chance in ten thousand that these
results could have occured by chance. Improvement was found in
every district and every vernacular language group represented in
the project, and for schools scoring high, medibm and low on the
national primary school leaving examination.

The questionnaires completed by teachers and headmasters
Showed that the radioEnglish lessons have been, very well re-
cei ved.

--89% of those expressing an opinion rated the radio
lessons as "good" or "excellent." No one rated them "poor.

-Daily teacher's notes, pupil worksheets and the ini-
tial nservice training day were received favourably by more
than 90% of the staff.

- -997. of those responding feIt that the radio pupils
spoke better English after one year than pupils who had not
had the radio lessons. 90% felt that the radio pupils would
be read to.use English as the sole medium of instruction
after standard three.

--Of the two-thirds of the school staff who- felt they
knew how parents were reacting to the radio lessons, 987.
said that the reaction was favourable.

-- -When asked whether the radio lessons should be
continued at their schools, only one teacher said "no"
(because of problems with radio reception and materials
distribution). The other 997. said "yes.,,"

These first year results strongly suggest that intensive
instructional radio will prove to be an effective tool for teach-
ing English to rural primary school children. Pupils have
already .demonstrated significant gains in listening and reading
comprehension. Teachers, headmasters and parents are convinced
that this method works. They see improvement in their children's
English, and they want to continue with the project.
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